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Logical expression
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Logical 
Expression

 A test is a calculation (=an expression) 

that produces a value true or false .

 It is often called 

 a logical expression or 

 a boolean expression.

 A test is often a comparison between 

two values - are they the same, not the 

same, is one bigger than the other

 E.g.

 2<3 true 

 3<2 false

 3=2false 
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Boolean Data 
Type

 Variables could be boolean data type, which has the two literals : True and 

False.

 e.g.

>>> x=7
>>> y=5
>>> z=x>y

Variable Type Data/Value

x int 7

y int 5

z bool true

x>y

7>5

true

z=true



Relational 
Operators

 Remember: A test is often a comparison 

between two values - are they the same, 

not the same, is one bigger than the 

other.

 We are trying to find the relationship 

between the two values - hence 

relational operators. 

 There are six relational operators in all.

 >

 <

 <=

 >=

 ==

 != 
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Relational
(Boolean) 
Operators

 a<b … “a is less than b”

 2<5 true 

 5<2 false

 a>b … “a is greater than b”

 2>5 false 

 5>2 true

 a<=b … “a is less than or equal to b”

 a>=b … “a is greater than or equal to 

b”

 a==b … “a is equal to b”

 2 == 2  true 

 5 == 2 false

 a!=b … “a is not equal to b”

 5 != 2  true 

 2 != 2 false
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8Operator 
Examples

a=7
b=5
print b<a, b>a, b==a, b!=a

True False False True b<a

5<7

True

b>a

5>7

b==a

5==7

False

b!=a

5!=7

TrueFalse



Relational
(Boolean) 
Operators

 ‘bob’<‘alan’ false 

 ‘bob’>’alan’ true

 ‘bob’==’alan’  false

 ‘bob’!=’alan’  true 
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Operators can be used to 
compare numbers and strings



If Statements
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11if...

 You have already looked at 

straight-line programs in which 

every statement is executed in 

order (statement sequencing). 

 Now we consider branching 

programs where, based upon the 

result of a test either one action is 

taken or another (statement 

selection). test
Statement 

b

Statement 
c

Statement 
a

true

Statement 
b

Statement 
c

Statement 
a



12If... Syntax
 It is a conditional statement

 It is a compound statement which 

contains blocks of statements

 Must be indented properly!

 In a conditional statement a logical 

expression - condition- is evaluated to 

give true or false. 

 This result is used to decide whether 

the statements immediately after the 

condition is executed. 

 if condition is true then the statements 

are executed.  

if condition:
statement(s)

Condition : logical 
expression 
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if... Example

n = int(raw_input("Please enter an integer: "))

if n< 0: 
print 'negative number' 

print ‘it is a number' 

N<0
negative 
number

n=user input

It is a number

1<0
negative 
number

n=1

It is a number

true

true

-1<0
negative 
number

n=-1

It is a number

true

if... Example



14if... : ...else: 
...Syntax

 In a conditional statement a logical expression - the test - is 

evaluated to give true or false. 

 This result is used to decide which of two execution paths to follow. 

 In an if...:...else:... statement the statement immediately after the test 

is executed if the value is true. The statement after the else is 

executed if the value is false. 

if condition:
statement(s)

else: 
statement(s)

test
Statement 

a

Statement 
c

Statement 
b

true false
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if... : ...else: 
...Example

if condition:
statement(s)

else 
statement(s)

n = int(raw_input("Please enter an integer: "))
if n< 0: 

print 'negative number' 
else: 

print 'positive number' 
print ‘bye’ 

1<0 negative number

n=1

Positive number

true

false

bye

-1<0 negative number

n=-1

Positive number

true

false

bye

if... : ...else: ...Example
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if... : ...else: 
...Example

if condition:
statement(s)

else 
statement(s)

n = int(raw_input("Please enter an integer: "))
if n< 0: 

print 'negative number' 
else: 

print 'positive number' 
print ‘bye’ 

There is no 
‘END’ 

statement 
which you may 

find in other 
languages

if... : ...else: ...Example



17IF ... with 
compound 
statements

 It might seem that only one statement can be placed on 

the then-branch or the else-branch of an if-statement.

 However it is standard computing practice to be able to 

group a series of statements together and then refer to 

the whole group as a statement.

 All statements in a block must have the same 

indentation, which must consist of at least one space or 

tab, and must be indented to the right of the header. 

 A block ends when the indentation returns to that of the 

clause header (or further left). Likewise all headers in a 

compound statement must have the same indentation.

if x <0:
print "x is negative "

else :
print "x is positive "
print “well done  !“

print “bye bye”  

clause header1 :
block1

clause header2 :
block2



IF ... with 
compound 
statements
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age = int( raw_input ("How old are you? "))
if age <5:

print " That 's a bit young ."
print " Where 's your mummy ?"

else :
print "You are a big chap ."

print "Bye"

Compound 
statements :Two 

statements



19if .. elif .. else 
Nested 
conditionals

 The then-statement and the else-statement in a 

conditional can be any valid statement -

including an if-statement! 

 The use of this idea, when you have an if-

statement inside another if-statement, is called 

nesting. 

 This is the most extended form of the if condition 

statement. 

 The conditions are tested in turn until one of 

them is found to be true.

 Only one block is executed and the rest skipped.

if condition1 :
statement(s)

elif condition2 :
statement(s)

elif condition3 :
statement(s)

else
statement(s)

if condition1 :
statement(s)

else: 
if condition2 :

statement(s)
else: 

if condition3 :
statement(s)

else:
statement(s)
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if .. elif .. Else 
..Example

system = raw_input("please select your operating system \n  \
m (Mac), w(Windows), u(Unix):")

if system=="m": 
print 'www.apple.com' 

elif system=="w":
print 'www.microsoft.com'

else: 
print 'www.unix.com'

print 'bye'

if .. elif .. Else ..Example
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if .. elif .. Else 
..Example

if system=="m": 
print 'www.apple.com' 

elif system=="w":
print 'www.microsoft.com'

else: 
print 'www.unix.com'

print 'bye'

if system=="m": 
print 'www.apple.com' 

else:
if system=="w":

print 'www.microsoft.com'
else: 

print 'www.unix.com'

print 'bye' 

It does the same job but 
harder to follow the 

logic.



if... notes
 Following the initial if block 

there may be one or more elif
blocks and/or a final else block. 

 An else block, if present, is 

always the final block 

 its code is only executed if none of 

the if and elif conditions were 

found to be true. 
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if system=="m": 
print 'www.apple.com' 

elif system=="w":
print 'www.microsoft.com'

else: 
print 'www.unix.com'

print 'bye'



if... notes

 When the if statement is executed the if and 

elif conditions are tested in sequence until 

one of them is found to be true, 

 at which point the associated block is executed 

 all other blocks are skipped. 

 If no condition is found to be true then the final 

else block is executed, if present.
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if system=="m": 
print 'www.apple.com' 

elif system=="w":
print 'www.microsoft.com'

else: 
print 'www.unix.com'

print 'bye'



Good Example
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age = int(raw_input("Please enter an 
age: ")) 

if age< 0: 
age = 0 
print ‘Data input check: 

negative changed to zero' 
elif age == 0: 

print ‘A new person' 
elif age <= 10: 

print ‘Just wants to play' 
elif age <= 21: 

print ‘Happy days' 
else: 

print ‘Way too old granddad' 



Bad Example

# BEGINNER CODE . NASTY !

age = int( raw_input ("How old are 
you? "))

if age <5:

print " That 's a bit young"

elif 5< age <18:

print "You should be in school "

elif 18 <= age <65:

print "You should be at work "

elif age >65:

print "You are retired "

print "Bye"
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Never have an elif
at the end of an if

statement



Logical operators
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Logical operators

 the logical operators are  

 and, or , not . 

 These can be used to make more 

advanced tests for use in conditionals.
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28Logical operator  
Examples

a=7
b=5
c=5
print a>b and b==c
print a<b and b==c

True False

b==c

5==5

true

true and true

a>b

7>5

true

true

b==c

5==5

true

false and true

a<b

7<5

false

false



Logical operators

 When we use the arithmetic operators 

3+2, 3-2, 2*2, 3/2, each operator has two 

operands, one operand on the left-

hand-side one one the right. These are 

binary operators. Both operands are 

numbers. 

 The operators “and” , “or” are also 

binary operators but their operands are 

logical values (true, false). 
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a=7
b=5
c=5
print (a>b) and (b==c)
print (a<b) and (b==c)



Logical operators

 When we use the arithmetic operators 

+2, -2, each operator has one operand 

on the RHS. These are unary. The single 

operand is a number. 

 The operation “not” is a unary prefix 

operator but its single operand is a 

logical value.
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a=7
b=5
print not(a>b)

False
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Logical operators

 It is possible to define the results of logical operators by listing 
all the possible operators and the corresponding results. 
Because of the very restricted number of values. In table form 
this is often referred to as a truthtable. 

 In short p and q is only true if both its operands are true,

 p or q is true if either of its operands are true.

p q p and q p or q not p

false false false false true

false true false true

true false false true false

true true true true



32Logical operator  
Examples

a=7
b=5
c=5
print a>b and b==c
print a<b and b==c

True False

b==c

5==5

true

true and true

a>b

7>5

true

true

b==c

5==5

true

false and true

a<b

7<5

false

false

p q p and q 

false false false

false true false

true false false

true true true



Logical operator  
Examples
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##This programs asks a user for a name 
and a password. 
# It then checks them to make sure the user 
is allowed in. 
name = raw_input("What is your name? ") 
password = raw_input("What is the 
password? ") 
if name == “Bob" and password == “hi": 

print "Welcome Bob" 
elif name == “Tom" and password == “bye": 

print "Welcome Tom" 
else: 

print "I don't know you."



Summary

 True,False

 >,<,==,!= 

 and,or, not

 If ,elif, else 
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